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Abstract

The assurance argument that a trusted system satisfies its information security requirements must be convincing, because the argument supports the accreditation decision to allow the computer to process classified information in an operational environment. Assurance is achieved through understanding, but some evidence that supports the assurance argument can be difficult to understand. This paper describes a novel application of a technique, called literate programming [11], that significantly improves the readability of the assurance argument while maintaining its consistency with formal specifications that are input to specification and verification systems. We describe an application of this technique to a simple example and discuss the lessons learned from this effort.

1 Introduction

A convincing argument, called an assurance argument, must be made that a trusted system is trustworthy.\(^1\) The assurance argument supports the accreditation decision to allow a computer to process classified information in an operational environment. The argument is composed from technical evidence that is produced during the system development process, e.g., the security model, design specifications, proofs, vulnerability analysis and test results. As the trust in a system increases, the demand for rigor in the system’s assurance argument also increases [5, 23]. However, increasing the rigor of an argument does not necessarily make it more convincing.

Assurance is achieved through understanding, specifically the understanding of parties independent of the development effort, i.e., the certifiers. Rigorously produced evidence that is difficult to understand contributes little to assurance [19]. Ricky Butler notes that formal methods can help us demonstrate that an implementation satisfies its specification, but ultimately we must validate that the specification describes what was intended [4]. The assurance argument must help the certifier understand why the specification is accurate (validation) and why the implementation satisfies the specification (verification). The success of an assurance argument, therefore, depends as much on its presentation as on its production.

We have developed and demonstrated an assurance argument documentation approach that improves the readability of the assurance argument while maintaining its consistency with formal specifications that are input to specification and verification systems. Our approach relies on a new application of old technology. Over a decade ago, Donald Knuth introduced the concept of literate programming (LP) for improving the readability and comprehension of computer programs [11]. He believes that programs should be written to be read by humans instead of computers. Since then, others have extended the application of LP techniques to program design languages [3], formal specification languages [32], and formal proofs [30]. We propose here that LP techniques can be used to document the entire assurance argument.

This paper describes our approach for documenting a formal assurance argument using LP techniques. In the next section, we discuss some problems that may be encountered when documenting a formal assurance argument. Then, we review the LP paradigm in the context of available tools and describe how we used LP techniques to document an assurance argument for a small example. We conclude with some lessons learned from that effort and an overview of the primary benefit that accrues from using our approach. An appendix to the paper presents an excerpt from the assurance argument for the example described.

2 Understanding the Problem

A few years ago we constructed a formal assurance argument for a highly trusted network security device [25]. Our chain of reasoning spanned from the critical

---

\(^1\)A computer system is trusted if we rely on it for security enforcement. It is trustworthy if that reliance is justified technically. A computer may be trusted even though it is not trustworthy, because the accreditor may permit its use despite known weaknesses.
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requirements model to source code that was verified to
conform to the model. The argument was constructed
using a specification language for composite (concur-
tent) systems, a specification language and verifica-
tion system for the refinement of sequential components,
and a sequential programming language. Assurance ev-
idence produced included machine-generated and man-
ual proofs, a hand-translation from the composite sys-
tem specification to the sequential component speci-
ification, a hand-translation from the sequential com-
ponent specification to the programming language, and
rigorous functional testing. In addition, we modeled
graphically the functional behavior of the device. We
presented each piece of evidence to the certifier, and
we described verbally the connections between them.
Unfortunately, the rigor of the assurance argument for
the network security device did not significantly im-
prove the certifier’s confidence that the critical require-
ments model was accurate nor that the system, as im-
plemented, conformed to the model. Much of the ar-
gument’s power to persuade was lost for the following
reasons:

- **The framework for the assurance argument was not documented adequately.**

An accurate understanding of the argument re-
quires that the framework specify underlying as-
sumptions, motivations and strategies within the
context of the system’s specification. Significant
results of the argument need to be highlighted, and
meaningful threads between different pieces of ev-
idence need to be traced. The framework must
clearly specify how each piece of evidence con-
tributes to the overall argument. This is particu-
larly important in the development of non-trivial
systems that rely on several formal methods, each
of which makes certain (possibly contradictory)
asumptions about the system being specified. A
good framework ensures the cohesion of the argu-
ment.

- **The specifications and proofs were documented in a manner to facilitate acceptance by mechanical tools rather than to promote understanding by humans.**

Since the mechanical tools lack many of the
reasoning and inference capabilities of a human
reader, more information was needed to facilitate
verification, e.g., proof heuristics. This extra in-
formation can be a substantial obstacle to com-
prehension. In addition, computer language com-
pilers often restrict the ordering of the individual
parts of the specification, e.g., requiring that sub-
routines be defined before they are called. Unfor-
nately, the order required by the compiler may
not be the most intuitive for the human reviewer.
Methods are needed to help manage specification
detail by guiding the reader through the specifi-
cation, pointing out areas of particular interest and
hiding obvious or extraneous detail.

- **Little assurance was provided that the documentation accurately represents the system as implemented.**

The assurance argument for the network secu-
ritv device was partitioned into system require-
ments, module interfaces and module implemen-
tation documentation. Documents were kept consist-
tent with the formal specification and code manu-
ally; any change to the specification or code re-
quired a change to the documentation. This
approach is both labor-intensive and error-prone and
does not promote confidence in the running sys-
tem. Any certification of a system must be based
on documentation that incontrovertibly describes
the system executables.

The problems with certifying the network security de-
vice suggested the need for tools and techniques to
improve the presentation of an assurance argument with-
out sacrificing its rigor.

### 3 Literate Programming (LP)

To demonstrate the literate programming concepts,
Knuth developed a toolset called WEB to support writ-
ing Pascal programs in the literate style. A WEB literate
program is a text file that contains both computer code
and descriptive narrative. The structure of the file is
determined by the author instead of the compiler. The
code can be broken into small, understandable chunks
(which we call macros) and documented in any order.
WEB tools process text files in two independent phases.
In the *tangle* phase, the computer code is extracted and
ordered for the programming language compiler. In the
*weave* phase, the macros are cross-referenced, pro-
gram variables are indexed and typesetting commands
are added to the code and to the descriptive narrative.
Figure 1 illustrates that the results of these phases, af-
fter processing by a compiler and a typesetter, are exe-
cutable code and typeset documentation, respectively.
The figure also illustrates a unique characteristic of the
LP approach; because there is only one source file, the
code that is documented is always consistent with the
code that is executed. From a certifier’s perspective,
this is valuable assurance evidence.

The literate program development lifecycle (see Fig-
ure 2) is not that different from the conventional pro-
gram development lifecycle. With conventional pro-
gram development, if there are errors in the *compile*
or *run* phase, the developer returns to the *edit* phase and
modifies the source code. Literate program develop-
ment introduces the *tangle* phase. The output of the
*edit* phase is a literate program rather than compiler-
ready source code. If an error occurs in the *compile*
or *run* phases, the developer must modify the literate
program (instead of the source code). Knuth discour-
aged the programmer from editing the source code by
making the output of the *tangle* phase almost unread-
able.

Very simple cross-referencing information is added to
Figure 1: The **WEB** process

Figure 2: Conventional program development (top) and literate program development (bottom)
macros during the weave phase. An example is illustrated in Figure 3, where two macros, “Program to print the first thousand prime numbers” and “Print the first m prime numbers”, are defined. Each macro is assigned a unique number (in this case, 2 and 3) during the weave phase. The macro body consists of code and references to other macros. For example, macro 2 includes a reference to macro 3. During the tangle phase, these references are expanded beginning with the “root macro” (not pictured) until all code is revealed. Macros need not be defined in the order that they are referenced. The example illustrated in Figure 3 could be refined to discuss how to print table \( p \) before discussing how to fill table \( p \) with prime values.

This program was developed by Knuth to demonstrate the benefits of literate programming for ordinary Pascal programs. Here is the high-level structure of a simple Pascal program to print the first thousand prime numbers. The internal details will be presented incrementally.

```pascal
program print_primes(output);
    const m = 1000;
    var p: array[1..m] of integer;

decision 1: Print the first m prime numbers
    var
        x: integer;
        i: integer;
    begin
        for i := 2 to m do
            if isPrime(i) then p[i] := i;
    end;

decision 2: Fill table \( p \) with the first \( m \) prime numbers
    var
        i: integer;
    begin
        for i := 1 to m do
            p[i] := i;
    end;

decision 3: Print table \( p \)
    var
        i: integer;
    begin
        for i := 1 to m do
            writeln(p[i]);
    end.
end.
```

Figure 3: Sample LP macros

Knuth notes several benefits of LP [14]:

- There is no need to choose between top-down and bottom-up programming, because a program is treated as a web instead of a tree. A hierarchical structure is present, but the most important characteristic of the program is its structural relationships. A complex piece of software consists of simple parts and simple relationships between these parts. The programmer’s task is to state those parts and their relationships in whatever order is best for the reader.

- Each part of a program can have its appropriate stature without distorting the readability of other parts.

- A literate program takes less time to debug because the programmer is encouraged to clarify his thoughts as he programs.

The popularity of WEB for Pascal motivated the development of LP tools for other languages, e.g., C [18] Smalltalk [27], and Modula-2 [29]. However, it soon became apparent that it would be impractical to build a separate tool for every programming language in use. In addition, users demanded tools that could process more than one language simultaneously. This motivated the development of language-independent tools such as nuweb [2], noweb [26] and FunnelWeb [31]. Not only can these tools handle multiple languages, but they are not limited to computer programming languages. For this flexibility, language-independent tools sacrifice features such as code prettyprinting and automatic indexing of program variables.

4 A Simple Application of LP

We chose to investigate the use of LP techniques to improve the presentation of rigorous assurance arguments on a relatively simple problem, an RS-232 character repeater [17]. Choosing a simple problem allows us to observe the influence that LP has on our specification and verification styles without getting bogged down by the details of the problem. This section describes the character repeater problem and how we documented it. The repeater assurance argument [22] presents further details about the problem and our solution.

The character repeater, illustrated in Figure 4, relays only even parity characters until it overflows. More specifically, the repeater has an input port, an output port, and an error port that can operate at a range of speeds. Characters of even parity received over the input port are stored in an internal buffer prior to their transmission over the output port. Characters of odd parity cause an error to be signaled over the error port and are discarded. If the internal buffer overflows, an error is signaled to the error port, all characters in the buffer are transmitted, and the repeater halts.

The repeater must satisfy the following critical requirements:

- Exactly those characters of even parity received by the repeater prior to the reception of the character causing an overflow are transmitted.

- Only received characters are transmitted.

- Characters are transmitted in the order in which they were received.

2Note that the numbers in square brackets in the figure are not bibliographic references, but macro definition numbers. These numbers appear only after macro definitions or references, i.e., the angle bracket delimited items, and so should not cause confusion with numbers in square brackets that denote bibliographic entries elsewhere in the document.
The development and documentation of the repeater assurance argument involved the use of a number of languages and tools. The CSP language [10] is the computational framework for the repeater specification and verification. The EVES Verification System [6, 15] and the FDR model checker [7, 28] provide mechanical assistance for constructing and verifying the CSP specifications. EVES is a general purpose interactive verification system that can be used to prove mathematically that CSP descriptions conform to trace specifications [21, 24]. FDR is a CSP model checker that automatically verifies (through an exhaustive state space analysis) that a CSP process implementation properly refines a CSP process specification. Finally, FunnelWeb [31] is the LP tool that is used to facilitate the documentation of the repeater assurance argument. FunnelWeb allows documenting both the EVES and FDR specifications simultaneously by allowing one to tangle multiple output files.

Figure 5 illustrates the structure of the assurance argument for the repeater CSP process implementation. Slanted arrows indicate a refinement of a specification to a more detailed specification or implementation; vertical arrows indicate a translation of a specification from one semantic domain to a comparable semantic domain. Dashed arrows indicate a refinement/translation that is informal; solid arrows indicate a refinement that uses a combination of informal and formal techniques. The increase in width of the argument from top to bottom illustrates additional detail that is specified at the lower levels. The translation in the middle of the figure is necessary because FDR lacks the power to analyze the top-level critical requirements directly. We used EVES to refine the top-level critical requirements to a semantic level that FDR can handle; then we translated the specification into FDR’s syntax.

The repeater assurance argument was successfully completed. It is documented as a single coherent entity, from the top-level problem description to the detailed physical design[22]. It describes in detail not only the major components of the assurance argument shown in Figure 5, but also the transition between these components. Figure 6 illustrates how FunnelWeb was used to document the argument. FunnelWeb allows tangling both EVES specification files (those ending with “sv”) and FDR specification files (those ending with “fdr”). The final results of the FDR and EVES analysis and processing are documented in the assurance argument. The argument is woven into a source file (that ending with “tex”) for processing using \LaTeX [16], a macro language for \TeX [13] that has powerful cross-referencing capabilities. For simplicity, the figure does not represent the interactive and iterative nature of the process of developing the assurance argument. An excerpt from the argument, shown in the appendix, formalizes the repeater’s critical requirements. This excerpt illustrates the general flow of the LP presentation of the argument, even if the reader is unfamiliar with the EVES and CSP languages used.

The repeater problem has several qualities that made it a good choice for our investigation: it is simple, self-contained and well-understood. This allowed us to concentrate on the use of LP techniques to develop and explicate its assurance argument with minimal overhead in actually implementing the repeater itself. Unfortunately, it makes it more difficult to argue that the techniques scale-up to larger, more complex application. Nevertheless, the refinement of the repeater addresses many important issues that commonly arise in the development of more complex hardware/software systems:

- **Stating Requirements Intuitively:** The repeater’s critical requirements are formalized as restrictions on the input/output behavior (traces) of the repeater viewed as a black-box. This abstraction permits a more intuitive formulation of the
repeater’s actual requirements than that allowed by many verification systems, especially symbolic model checkers.

- **Dealing Explicitly with Concurrency:** The repeater is specified as a composition of communicating, sequential processes executing concurrently. A method described in [20] was used to derive requirements for the sequential processes sufficient to guarantee that the composite process satisfies its specification. Dealing with concurrency explicitly allowed us to uncover potential problems with the implementation (e.g., synchronization problems) that models based on a single sequential state machine might gloss over.

- **Specifying Both the Logical and Physical Design:** The decomposition of the repeater into communicating sequential processes was first specified and verified as a logical design (in EVES) and then translated to a physical design (in FDR). The logical design describes a simple abstraction of the repeater (as two processes executing in parallel) that is shown to enforce trace specifications of its critical requirements using EVES. The physical design implements the abstract specification as three processes executing concurrently; it is shown to conform to the logical design using FDR.\(^3\) By explicitly addressing these three issues we demonstrate the potential scalability of our approach.

The resulting assurance argument is 130 pages, divided into four parts containing thirteen chapters, with three appendices, an index and a bibliography. The four parts are the repeater’s problem statement, the logical design, the physical design, and supporting definitions. Each part contains one or more chapters. For example, Part IV contains several chapters consisting of selected definitions from the underlying theories of the specification. The only definitions presented are those considered necessary to understand the specification. The theories from which the definitions are extracted are defined in separate documents that accompany the argument.

The length and complexity of the argument is primarily due to our goal of addressing issues that would have to be dealt with in larger-scale applications, as described above. Nevertheless, the length of the assurance ev-

\(^3\)A collaborative effort with George Mason University [1] yielded a verified gate-level implementation of the physical design.
idence can be intimidating. The EVES specification and its supporting theories span ninety pages not including the narrative description. Fortunately, only a small fraction of this information needs to be understood to comprehend the assurance argument, and LP tools permit extracting just those elements.

5 Lessons Learned

Our trial application of LP techniques to the RS-232 repeater assurance argument suggests several lessons to keep in mind when applying the approach in the future:

Adopt tutorial application of LP to ease certification.

Documentation that successfully supports system development and maintenance must allow users to locate efficiently the elements of the system specification that they need. Documentation that successfully supports certification must convince readers that the system satisfies its critical requirements. Unfortunately, conventional approaches to documenting systems often requires one to sacrifice ease of understanding for ease of reference.

However, when applied to system specifications, LP tools and techniques permit the user to construct two views of the specification - one produced as a result of the weave phase and one as a result of the tangle phase. The literate program produced as a result of the weave phase should be written as a tutorial explication of the assurance argument to facilitate certification. Divide and conquer strategies for presenting the specification should promote reader comprehension. The specification produced as a result of the tangle phase should be written as a referential guide to the specification. Of course, the tangled output needs to be structured as required for processing by automated tools, but these constraints usually leave room for organizing the specification to improve accessibility. For example, the EVES theories that support the repeater assurance argument are modularized and indexed for ease of reference.

Do not use LP tools too early in the development.

The early stages of writing specifications for ease of understanding and verification involve a discovery period as the author experiments with different abstractions, e.g., specification models and data structures, in the search for the optimal solution. We discovered that the use of LP tools during this period interferes with the discovery process. More specifically, the slightly extended development process introduced by the tangle phase obstructs the trial and error nature of discovery. The general approach we adopted was to use the specification and verification tools without LP until the specification begins to stabilize. As the author becomes comfortable with the specification, documenting the solution in terms that are intuitive to a reader may proceed using LP tools. Simplified document maintenance justifies increased turnaround time.

The document describing the assurance argument necessarily involves many elements of the system specification. Maintaining the consistency of the argument with the actual system specification (as input to the specification and verification tools) is critical to the certification. Unfortunately, the natural evolution of the specification during both development and maintenance phases makes maintaining this consistency difficult even if the developer waits until the specification stabilizes before beginning to document the argument. The common approach of maintaining this consistency manually is both time consuming and error-prone. LP techniques maintain consistency as a matter of course since both the argument and the specification are generated from a single source file. The price for this is an extended development process, which increases the time it takes to process changes to the specification. Nevertheless, the benefits of the LP approach in terms of simplified document maintenance significantly outweigh the disadvantages associated with increased turnaround time.

LP techniques support integrating formal and informal arguments.

A larger percentage of the repeater’s assurance argument than expected was not amenable to formalization. Most of the argument’s informality was due to assumptions that the CSP computational paradigm makes about the environment and implementation of CSP processes. These assumptions imply new critical requirements for the repeater that cannot be stated formally in the CSP model and must be verified informally. Tracing both formally and informally stated critical requirements through the levels of specification refinement is crucial to the cohesion of the assurance argument. The LP techniques and tools provided critical support for interleaving the informal and formal traces of requirements. We believe that the degree of informality of the repeater’s argument was not peculiar to the repeater problem, but typical of nontrivial systems in general.

Document only high-level structure of machine-generated proofs.

Documenting a rigorous assurance argument requires deciding how best to present machine-generated proofs. Even sophisticated provers like EVES do not generate journal-level proofs. If cost were no issue, the ideal approach would be to provide intuitive descriptions of both the formal and informal parts of the assurance arguments. For the repeater argument, we chose a middle road: we provide an intuitive description of the informal parts and carefully outline the boundary of the formal parts.

The boundary of the formal parts of the repeater assurance argument was documented by describing only the high-level structure of the formal proofs, omitting the details about why the proofs hold. This approach permits covering all aspects of the argument once in
Do not use LP tools as typesetters.

Many of the LP tools, including FunnelWeb, follow Knuth’s original philosophy of providing enough LP-specific document formatting commands to produce nice documentation. The goal is to make knowledge of the underlying typesetter unnecessary to use LP tools. As the refinement of the repeater’s assurance argument progressed, however, it became clear that the FunnelWeb formatting commands were insufficient by themselves to produce the documentation desired. Rather than mixing \TeX and FunnelWeb formatting commands, we restructured the document using FunnelWeb’s commands only for defining macros. All other document formatting was specified in \TeX. This approach simplified the document construction process considerably.

Constructing assurance arguments requires increased support for referencing macros.

An assurance argument involves describing the relationships between entities of the specification and implementation in a more complicated way than that required for traditional literate programming. In particular, we found that FunnelWeb, when applied to assurance argument development, does not adequately support referencing macros. We often wanted to reference a macro definition by its name and definition number or to expand it “in-line” in the narrative (i.e., the non-code portion of the document). Because these references occur outside of a macro definition, FunnelWeb simply ignores them during the tangle and weave phases. Other members of the \TeX family of tools may support such referencing and should be reviewed for future applications of LP to construct assurance arguments.

Methods are needed to integrate tools with LP.

While LP tools provide a useful function, they cannot, nor should they be expected to, provide all of the functions needed to document high assurance systems. For example, tools are needed to help trace both formally and informally specified requirements through the levels of refinement and for analyzing these traces for consistency and completeness. Other tools such as pretypewriters, proof review tools, graphical specification and simulation tools, and WYSIWYG editors could significantly facilitate the documentation and certification efforts. Methods are needed to organize and integrate such tools to best support the development of high assurance systems.

6 Conclusions

Our experience demonstrates the potential benefit of using LP tools and techniques in the development of understandable assurance arguments. In fact, the benefit of using LP to develop assurance arguments for trusted systems that require independent certification exceeds the benefit of using LP for traditional programming. The inevitable use of many different methods, both formal and informal, in the development of the assurance argument requires their application to be documented in a common framework to ensure coherence and readability. LP tools allow this framework to be constructed while maintaining its consistency with formal specifications that are input to specification and verification systems. This approach is more effort than documenting only the individual specifications, but it yields a more cohesive assurance argument and provides certifiers assurance that the running system conforms to its documentation.

The simple application of LP described in this paper is only a single case study, but the approach appears promising. We believe that its use would have prevented many of the problems that we encountered in the certification of the network security device [29]. Currently, we are using LP techniques in a larger scale, multi-member team development of a secure functional extension of the Navy’s Joint Maritime Command Information System (JMCIS) [8]. We have defined the overall functional requirements and operation formally in the languages of Statemate [9]. The Statemate specification provides a formal structure for the overall system assurance strategy and argument, which is being documented in hypertext (HTML). The refinement of this assurance argument for a security-critical component of the extended JMCIS architecture using EVES and FunnelWeb is underway.

The user community for LP tools is still very small, even after a decade of use. LP tools have not been commercialized (most are available free over the internet) and, thus, support is haphazard, at best. We hope that the benefit that accrues with the new application of LP described in this paper will revitalize the user community and stimulate commercial investment in the technology.
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A Excerpt from Assurance Argument

This chapter specifies the critical requirements for a CSP process called $Rptr$ that represents the repeater. The CSP process $Rptr$ has three parameters, which are constant for any particular instantiation of $Rptr$:

- $chszz$ represents the length in bits of a character processed. All characters processed by $Rptr$ are delimited by a `startbit/stopbit` combination.
- $bfszz$ represents the capacity in characters of the internal buffer.
- $tick$ represents the event representing successful termination. We use the variable $tick$, by convention, to represent a special event that occurs automatically when (and only when) a process terminates successfully. $Rptr$ terminates successfully after it halts due to receiving a character that causes an overflow; otherwise, $Rptr$ continues to process characters that it receives.

Specification of the Formal Assertions

The CSP process $Rptr$ has three parameters, which are constant for any particular instantiation of $Rptr$:

- $chszz$ represents the length in bits of a character processed. All characters processed by $Rptr$ are delimited by a `startbit/stopbit` combination.
- $bfszz$ represents the capacity in characters of the internal buffer.
- $tick$ represents the event representing successful termination. We use the variable $tick$, by convention, to represent a special event that occurs automatically when (and only when) a process terminates successfully. $Rptr$ terminates successfully after it halts due to receiving a character that causes an overflow; otherwise, $Rptr$ continues to process characters that it receives.

**Top-Level Requirements Structure**

Our goal is to specify formally as trace specifications the critical requirements for $Rptr$. Assuming $valid_{relay}$ is the name for these requirements, our specification is as follows:

$$\{Rptr\text{ satisfies } valid_{relay}\}[7]M \equiv$$

$$\begin{align*}
\text{axiom } & Rptr\text{-sat}\text{-spec}(chszz,bfszz,tick) = \\
& \text{begin} \\
& \text{end } Rptr\text{-sat}\text{-spec};
\end{align*}$$

This macro is invoked in definitions 219 and 221.

A trace specification like $valid_{relay}$ is simply a set of traces. Elements of the set are chosen from the universe of possible traces of events and must conform to $valid_{relay\text{-spec}}$:

$$\{valid_{relay}\}[8]M \equiv$$

$$\begin{align*}
\text{zf function } & valid_{relay}(a,chszz,bfszz,tick) = \\
& \text{begin} \\
& \text{end } valid_{relay};
\end{align*}$$

This macro is invoked in definitions 219 and 221.

We split $valid_{relay\text{-spec}}$ into two pieces: one when $Rptr$ has successfully terminated (i.e., $tick$ is the last event of $Rptr$'s trace) and one when it has not. Traces of $Rptr$ that end with $tick$ must satisfy $Rptr$'s post condition; traces of $Rptr$ that do not end with $tick$ must satisfy $Rptr$'s invariant. This forms a natural partition of $valid_{relay}$ since we can say more about the requirements of $Rptr$ when it has terminated. At termination we can say that all even parity characters received by $Rptr$ before the buffer overflows have been successfully transmitted. Before termination, all we can say is that some prefix of those characters have been transmitted. Henceforth, the phrase valid characters refers only to those characters of even parity received before an overflow.

---

4Although a thorough understanding of this example requires familiarity with CSP and EVES, the reader should be able to get a feel for the flow of an assurance argument using LP. See [22] for the complete repeater assurance argument, including an overview of the languages of CSP and EVES.

---

5The repeater's critical requirements were described informally in Section 4.

6The predicate `incomm` holds if its argument is a CSP communication event. $P$ is `sat` if process $P$ satisfies trace specification $S$. Viewing process $P$ as the set of traces in which $P$ may engage and $S$ as the set of acceptable traces, the `sat` predicate is equivalent to the subset predicate, i.e., process $P$ may engage only in traces allowed by $S$.

7The parameter $a$ represents the alphabet of all possible repeater events; $a^*$ represents all possible traces formed from these events.

8`outbit` is the name of the repeater's output port; `inbit` is the name of the input port.
(Constraints on Rptr’s trace) [9] $M \equiv$
function valid_relay_spec(tri, chsz, buffsz, tick) =
begin
if [Rptr terminates] [10]
then [All valid characters were transmitted over outbit] [11]
else [A subsequence of valid characters were transmitted over outbit] [22]
end if
end valid_relay_spec;
This macro is invoked in definitions 219 and 221.

[Rptr terminates] [10] $\equiv$
not null tri
and last(tri) = tick
This macro is invoked in definition 9.

Repeater Post Condition
Under the assumption that Rptr has terminated, the three critical requirements$^9$ taken together require that up to the point at which an overflow occurs, the output stream of characters must be identical to the input stream of characters with characters of odd parity removed. Also, nothing other than identifiable and complete characters may be transmitted over outbit.

(All valid characters were transmitted over outbit) [11] $\equiv$
( Character sequence transmitted over outbit) [12]
= ( Valid character sequence received over inbit) [13]
and ( Only whole characters were transmitted over outbit) [21]
This macro is invoked in definition 9.

Character sequence transmitted over outbit
The sequence of bits traversing outbit, i.e., $\text{tri} \models \text{outbit}$, is a flat representation of the characters processed by Rptr. The following formats this bit sequence into the character sequence it represents:

( Character sequence transmitted over outbit) [12] $M \equiv$
( Bits to chars) [12] ( $\text{tri} \models \text{outbit}$ )
This macro is invoked in definitions 11 and 22.

Valid character sequence received over inbit
valid_input_chars returns the sequence of even parity characters received over inbit in trace tri before an overflow occurs. This sequence is calculated by restricting the bits received before an overflow occurs to characters of even parity.$^{10}$

(Valid character sequence received over inbit) [13] $M \equiv$
valid_input_chars(tri, chsz, buffsz, tick)
This macro is invoked in definitions 11 and 22.

(Definition of valid_input_chars) [14] $M \equiv$
function valid_input_chars(tri, chsz, buffsz, tick) =
begin
begin
[Characters received over inbit before overflow] [15]
[\{ Set of even parity characters] [133]
end valid_input_chars;
This macro is invoked in definitions 219 and 221.

The sequence of characters received over inbit before an overflow are derived by transforming to characters the sequence of bits received over inbit before an overflow.

(Characters received over inbit before overflow) [15] $\equiv$
[ Bits to chars] [122] ( "Trace before overflow" [16] $\models$ inbit )
This macro is invoked in definition 14.

The trace before an overflow is derived by choosing the longest prefix of tri for which the predicate no_error_condition holds. This operation is performed by the function filter of the tr library unit. Intuitively, no_error_condition describes the condition under which no overflow of the internal buffer has occurred.

(Trace before overflow) [16] $\equiv$
tr(filter(tri, Rptr alphabet) [27],
no_error_condition(Rptr alphabet) [27],
chsz, buffsz))
This macro is invoked in definition 15.

Functions to be passed as parameters in SVerdi are represented as a set of ordered pairs where the first elements of the pairs form the domain and the second elements form the range.$^{11}$ Since no_error_condition is a boolean function, we define it as a set of ordered pairs with domain equal to the set of traces of the alphabet passed in and the range equal to the set of Boolean values. Each trace is mapped to the value returned when passed to the predicate no_over_flow.

(Definition of no_error_condition) [17] $M \equiv$
zf function no_error_condition(a, chsz, buffsz) =
begin
{ ~<a, no_over_flow(tri, chsz, buffsz)>
| tri in a * } 
end no_error_condition;
This macro is invoked in definitions 219 and 221.

An overflow occurs when the difference between the number of even parity characters received over inbit and the number of characters transmitted over outbit exceeds buffsz + 1, at any point during execution. buffsz is incremented by 1 since Rptr may

$^9$See Section 4 of this paper for the informal statement of these requirements.

$^{10}$The operator $^\ast$ represents the restriction operator, i.e., $t \models A$ returns trace t with elements not in set A removed.

$^{11}$The delimiters for ordered pairs are denoted by <> and >.
be processing a character in addition to the `buffsz` characters possibly held by the internal buffer.\textsuperscript{12}

\begin{verbatim}
function no_over_flow(tr1, chsz, buffsz) =
  begin
    all tr2:
      tr2 .<=. tr1
      -> (len (Sequence of even parity inbit chars over tr2)[19])
      - (len (Sequence of outbit chars over tr2)[20])
      <= buffsz + 1
  end no_over_flow;
\end{verbatim}

This macro is invoked in definitions 219 and 221.

\begin{verbatim}
Sequence of even parity inbit chars over tr2)[19]M ≡
  (Bits to chars)[122][tr2 != inbit']
\end{verbatim}

This macro is invoked in definitions 18 and 33.

\begin{verbatim}
Sequence of outbit chars over tr2)[20]M ≡
  (Bits to chars)[122][tr2 != outbit']
\end{verbatim}

This macro is invoked in definition 18.

**Only whole characters were transmitted over outbit**

Specifying that no spurious bits were transmitted is a simple matter of stating that the sequence of bits that traversed `outbit` is a multiple of the character size, `chsz`, plus 2 for the start and stop bits delimiting each character transmitted.

\begin{verbatim}
Only whole characters were transmitted over outbit)[21] ≡
  (len tr1 != outbit) mod (chsz + 2) = 0
\end{verbatim}

This macro is invoked in definition 11.

**Repeater Invariant**

Before \texttt{Rptr} terminates, we cannot guarantee that every even parity character received has been transmitted. We can guarantee, however, that the sequence of characters transmitted over `outbit` must be a prefix of the sequence of even parity characters received over `inbit` before the overflow occurred. This is easily specified in terms of the primitives already defined.

\begin{verbatim}
A subsequence of valid characters were transmitted over outbit)[22] ≡
  (Character sequence transmitted over outbit)[12]
  <=. (Valid character sequence received over inbit)[13]
\end{verbatim}

This macro is invoked in definition 9.

\textsuperscript{12} .<=. is the sequence prefix predicate.